Abstract-The intima-media thickness (IMT) of the common carotid artery (CCA) is widely used as an early indicator of the development of cardiovascular disease (CVD).
I. INTRODUCTION
ARDIOVASCULAR disease (CVD) is the third leading cause of death and adult disability in the industrial world after heart attack and cancer. According to [1] 80 million American adults have one or more types of CVD of whom about the half are estimated to be age 65 or older.
Atherosclerosis causes enlargement and thickening of the artery walls and today the intima-media thickness (IMT) is used as a validated measure for the assessment of atherosclerosis [2] (see Fig. 1 ). The intima is a thin layer, the thickness of which increases with age, from a single cell layer at birth to 250 µm at the age of 40 for non-diseased individuals.
Traditionally, the IMT is measured by manual delineation of the intima and the adventitia layer [2] (see Fig. 1 , interface I5 and I7).
The media layer (see Fig. 1 , band Z6) is characterized by an echolucent region, predominantly composed of smooth muscle cells, enclosed by the external and internal elastic laminae [2] , [3] . Due to the acoustic impedance mismatches, these layers can produce typical bright-dark-bright patterns [2] . Recent research showed that the media thickness (MT) does not change significantly with age and that it ranges from 125 µm to 350 µm [4] . It is furthermore proposed but not thoroughly investigated, that not only the IMT but rather the MT and its composition may be used for evaluating the risk of a patient to develop a stroke and account in general the risk of the CVD by differentiating between patients with high and low risk. While, several automated techniques for the segmentation and measurement of the IMT from longitudinal ultrasound images of the CCA have been developed [5] - [7] there are no studies reported in the literature for the automated segmentation and measurement of the media layer of the CCA in ultrasound imaging. The objective of our study was to develop an automated snakes segmentation system enabling the automated segmentation and measurement of the media layer of the CCA.
The paper is organized as follows. In section II, materials and methods are given, in section III the results are presented, and sections IV and V give the discussion and the concluding remarks respectively.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Recording of Ultrasound Images
A total of 100 B-mode longitudinal ultrasound images of the CCA used for the media segmentation, were recorded by the ATL HDI-3000 ultrasound scanner (Advanced Technology Laboratories, Seattle, USA), with a linear probe [7] . The media thickness is defined as the distance between the intimamedia and the media-adventitia interface (band Z6), b) extracted IMC, and c) extracted media layer. Furthermore, the images were normalized as described in [8] and also used in [7] . The grayscale-normalized image was obtained through algebraic (linear) scaling of the image by linearly adjusting the image so that the median gray level value of the blood was 0-5, and the median gray level of the adventitia (artery wall) was 180-190.
B. Manual Measurements
A vascular expert delineated manually (using the mouse) the IMC [7] and the media layer on 100 longitudinal ultrasound images of the CCA after image normalization by selecting 20-40 consecutive points for the adventitia and the media at the far wall of the CCA. The manual delineations were performed using a system implemented in MATLAB ® from our group. The measurements were performed between 1-2 cm proximal to the bifurcation of the CCA on the far wall [7] over a distance of 1.5 cm starting at a point 0.5 cm and ending at a point 2.0 cm proximal to the carotid bifurcation. The bifurcation of the CCA was used as a guide and all measurements were made from that region. The IMT and the MT were then calculated as the average of all the measurements.
C. IMT and Media Snakes Segmentation
The IMT on all 100 ultrasound images of the CCA was segmented after image normalization using the automated snakes segmentation system proposed and evaluated on ultrasound images of the CCA in [7] , which is based on the Williams & Shah [9] snake. The upper side of the media band (see Fig. 1, Z6 ) was then estimated by deforming the intima (boundary I5) by 0.36 mm (6 pixels) downwards and then deformed by the snakes segmentation algorithm proposed in [7] in order to fit to the correct media boundary. This displacement of 0.36 mm is based on the observation that the manual mean IMT lies between 0.54 mm (minimum of IMT mean ) and 0.88 mm (maximum of IMT mean ), with a mean IMT of 0.71 mm [7] . By taking into consideration that the spatial resolution (distance between two pixels) is 0.06 mm, then the IMT is lying within the range of 0.54 mm<IMT<0.88 mm (9<IMT<15 pixels), with a mean of 0.71 mm (12 pixels). Therefore the displacement of the contour, in order to estimate the media should be in average 0.36 mm (6 pixels*0.06 mm) downwards, which is the half of the size of the IMT. In order to select in average the same media area in length from each image, the media area (Z6) was extracted from the segmented IMC area (see Fig. 1b ) by estimating the center of the IMC area and then selecting 7.1 mm (80 pixels) left and 7.1 mm (80 pixels) right of the center of the segmented IMC.
D. Statistical Analysis
We computed the mean, and median values for the IMT (IMT mean , IMT median ), and the MT (MT mean , MT median ), as well as the inter-observer error for the IMT and the MT (se=σ/√2) [5] . We also calculated the coefficient of variation, CV%, which describes the difference as a percentage of the pooled mean value (IMT mean , MT mean ) by using the CV%=(se media *100)/MT mean [5] , for the IMT and MT respectively.
The Wilcoxon rank sum test, which calculates the difference between the sum of the ranks of two dependent samples, was also used in order to identify if between the manual and the snakes segmentation measurements a significant difference (S) or not (NS) exists, at p<0.05. Also the correlation coefficient, ρ, between the manual and the automated IMT and MT measurements, was investigated, which reflects the extent of a linear relationship between two data sets [10] .
In order to investigate how the automated media snakes segmentation method differs from the manual delineation results we have plotted the regression lines for the mean values of the MT versus age, and Bland Altman plots [11] .
III. RESULTS Figure 1 illustrates an original normalized ultrasound image of the carotid artery with the automatic segmentation of the IMC in a) and the extracted IMC and media layer in b) and c) respectively.
The manual and automated mean, and median measurements for the IMT and MT, are presented in Table I , as well as the inter-observer error, se, and the coefficient of variation, CV%. Table I showed that the mean±sd for the manual and the automated IMT measurements was 0.71±0.17 mm and 0.67±0.12 mm, and for the manual and the automated MT measurements was 0.25±0.12 mm and 0.25±0.11 mm respectively. The inter-observer error, se, for the manual and the automated IMT segmentation measurements was 0.11 and 0.08, whereas for the MT measurements was 0.09 and 0.08 respectively.
The coefficient of variation, CV%, for the manual and the automated IMT segmentation measurements was 17.3% and 12.6%, whereas for the manual and the automated MT segmentation measurements, was 34% and 12.3% respectively.
The Wilcoxon rank sum test performed between the manual and the automated IMT and MT segmentation measurements (also shown in Fig. 3) showed that no significant differences were found between them, with p=0.064 (between the manual and automated IMT measurements) and p=0.476 (between the manual and the automated MT measurements) respectively. The correlation 
IV. DISCUSSION
The objective of this study was to develop and evaluate a media snakes segmentation method, by utilizing a snakes initialization method and a validation of the segmentation method based on the Williams & Shah snake [9] , which was implemented evaluated and discussed in [7] on longitudinal ultrasound images of the CCA for the segmentation of the IMT. The system was validated based on the manual measurements made by a vascular expert, and a set of different evaluation criteria based on statistical measures and univariate statistical analysis. The results showed that no significant differences were found between the manual and the automated MT segmentation measurements.
It is shown from Table I that for both the manual and the automated MT segmentation measurements the standard deviation, sd, and the coefficient of variation, CV%, are very large. This is explained due to the fact that the media complex is very small with complex texture and therefore very difficult to be estimated correctly either manually or automatically. Table I (see also Fig. 3) , showed that the manual IMT measurements are larger and have a larger range of values, whereas the manual and the automated MT measurements are almost the same. Similar IMT findings were also reported in [5] and [7] . It is also shown that the inter-observer error, se, and the coefficient of variation CV%, for the IMT and the MT, are larger for the manual segmentation measurements.
As it has already been mention in section II, the axial resolution of the system was 0.11 mm, which indicates that structures grater than 0.11 mm can be correctly visualized and measured (see also [13] ). In addition it is noted that the pixel resolution used was 0.06 mm. The reproducibility of the MT measurements may be further improved if the MT mean value is computed from multiple ultrasound images (frames) of the carotid, instead of the mean value obtained from only one frame [13] .
The NS differences between the manual and the automated segmentation method, estimated by the Wilcoxon rank sum test, shows that the manual measurements may be replaced by the snakes segmentation measurements with confidence. The correlation coefficient, ρ, showed that the strongest relationship existed between the MT manual and automated segmentation measurements, where higher values were reported.
The study showed that there might be a linear relationship between MT and age (see Fig. 2a ). Similar findings were also reported for the IMT in [7] , where it was shown that the IMT is also linearly increasing with age. It was also shown that in this study the values of the mean IMT in a carotid artery may vary between 0.54 mm and 0.88 mm, depending on age, and this is also consistent with other studies [2] , [3] , [12] , whereas the values of the MT vary between 0.13 mm to 0.37 mm. There are no other studies reported in the literature where media segmentation measurements were performed on longitudinal ultrasound images of the CCA.
The Bland-Altman plot between the manual and the snakes segmentation MT measurements presented in Fig. 2  b) showed that the difference between the manual and the snakes segmentation measurements was -0.01 mm with limits of agreement lying between 0.16 mm and -0.18 mm (note that the pixel resolution was 0.08 mm). There was also as a negative bias, estimated by the mean difference, which showed that on average the snakes segmentation algorithm under estimates the area relative to normal delineation.
To the best of our knowledge no other study carried out MT ultrasound segmentation of the CCA, which is also supported by initial contour estimation and image normalization. However, in [2] , and [4] the importance of the media complex layer was outlined for evaluating the risk of the CVD.
V. CONCLUDING REMARKS
The MT snakes segmentation method presented in this study, utilizes a snakes initialization and a validation of the segmentation method by using image normalization. The most important finding of this study is that there was no significant difference between the manual and the snakes MT segmentation measurements. In a recent study [7] , it was shown that manual and automated IMT segmentation measurements are more accurate when performed on normalized images of the CCA, and this is also applied in the present study.
Some limitations of the proposed method include the presence of acoustic shadowing together with strong speckle noise, which hinders the visual and automatic analysis in ultrasound images [7] , [5] . Such images as well as images with extensive echolucency and calcification, where the MT was not well visually recognized were excluded from the study. It should be further noted that the manual and automated MT segmentation measurements were performed in linear segments of the CCA because in the clinical praxis, the experts are delineating the MT only in those parts of the vessel where there are no significant artifacts, signal drop outs and structure irregularities. The methodology presented in this study will be further evaluated on ultrasound images of the CCA collected on a large-scale epidemiological study by our group as well as for the segmentation and measurement of curved segments of the bifurcation bulb of the CCA. Furthermore, texture analysis of the media layer and its relation to the risk of stroke may be investigated.
